[Characteristics of pain reaction and sensitivity in species of different genetic groups].
The development of a painful syndrome in two genetic lines of mice 57BL/6J and CBA/CaLac was investigated in experiments with the formalin test. It have been shown the influence of nociceptive stimulus on behaviour of animals, the presence of essential distinctions in painful behavioural reaction and other behavioural states, the difference in a painful threshold on electric stimulus between these both groups of animals. The nociceptive stimulus results in reduction of behaviour mobility states of animals and increases the passive behaviour states. The genetic line of mice 57BL/6J has shown higher values of intensity of painful reaction at the lower background painful sensitivity to electric stimulus, animal lines 57BL/6J were more mobile than animal lines CBA/CaLac. Such character of animal behaviour in lines C57BL/6J suggests the increased reactivity of nervous system of these animals, it may serve as a model for studying the cellular mechanisms of development of somatic pain for finding effective hypoanalgetic steps.